
Bringing modern Mexican cooking to Garden City, Tocolo Cantina offers an inspired, 
sophisticated and authentic look at what the cuisine can be. With a mission that mixes classic 
dishes with the sophisticated atmosphere of fine dining in a manner that’s still approachable 
and casual, diners can be sure of an experience that will leave a lasting impression.  
 
Inhabiting a space designed to marry the accents of a California eatery with a Mexican cantina 
motif, Tocolo is outfitted with the warm tones of copper walls, encaustic tile, a chic full bar in 
the room’s center and a hydraulic garage door which forms a canopy when open. The menu 
makes for an intriguing read, striking a balance between the traditional Mexican fare many 
diners demand and Tocolo’s modern takes on customary dishes. The combination of an array of 
small and large plates along with two large communal dining tables aim to inspire long 
celebrations over food, fitting in well with Mexican tradition. Considering that cantina is in the 
name, the restaurant has made sure its well-rounded bar offerings and cocktail roster leave no 
one wanting, already establishing a reputation as the go-to spot for superior margaritas and 
sangrias. Additionally, the bar offers specialty drinks and an extensive collection of premium 
tequilas and mezcals. 
 
Rated “Excellent” by The New York Times, Tocolo takes their inviting concept a step further, 
drawing diners in with perks including weekday Happy Hour from noon to 7 p.m. at the bar and 
noon to 5 p.m. in the dining room for Lunch Happy Hour as well as a two-course prix fixe lunch 
special. On Sundays, Happy Hour is an all-day affair. Taco Tuesday runs from 3 p.m. to close 
every Tuesday, enticing eaters with three tacos and a margarita, sangria or beer for $15, and an 
authentic Mexican brunch is served every Saturday and Sunday beginning at 11:30 a.m. that 
features popular dishes like Tres Leches French Toast, Huevos Rancheros and the Breakfast 
Burrito. Diners can even opt to make their brunch “bottomless” for an additional $20. 
 
Just when you thought the idea of memorable Mexican dining had all but met its demise, 
Tocolo Cantina arrived to lead the charge in a different direction. Follow the pack, and visit this 
local dining destination today. 


